US-Based Iraq Native, Saul Silas Fathi, Releases Compelling Biography of 420+
Islamic Leaders.
While his childhood saw him smuggled from Iraq to Israel, Saul Silas Fathi’s iron-clad spirit didn’t
stop him from immigrating to the United States and serving as a high-level executive with many
Fortune-500 companies. Now in retirement but determined to achieve further success, Fathi has
used his world-class abilities to compile a fascinating biography of over four hundred noted
Islamic leaders.
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For Immediate Release
After a hugely-successful career that defines the American Dream, he has now turned his hand
to an even bigger task – compiling the biographies of over 420 Islamic leaders. Mr. Fathi is an
acknowledged Islamic scholar. Everything is compiled into his ground-breaking new book,
‘Islamic Leaders: Their Biographies & Accomplishments’ (From Muhammad to the present).
(ISBN# 978-0-9777117-5-8)
Synopsis:
This book represents 3.5 years of effort, researching and editing hundreds of books and internet
sources, resulting in an authoritative biography of 420+ Islamic leaders, during the past 1,500
years. Fathi has released three previous books, many depicting the plight of Sephardic Jews in
Iraq and winning a slew of prestigious awards.
Full Circle: Escape from Baghdad and the Return (ISBN: 978-0-9777117-8-9): Full Circle...
Chronicles a prominent Iraqi Jewish family's escape from persecution through the journey of one
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family member: A 10-years old boy who witnesses public hangings and the 1941 Krystalnacht
(Farhood) in Baghdad. After a harrowing escape from Iraq through Iran, this boy begins a lifelong search for meaning and his place in the world.
History of the Jews and Israel (ISBN: 978-0-9777117-3-4): The history of the Jews and Israel, as
well as extensive history of Iraq included. Over 4,000 years of history condensed into 76 pages.
Glossary of Arabic terms: An Islamic Dictionary (ISBN: 978-0-9777117-4-1) Glossary of 1,500+
Arabic words and Islamic Dictionary, including the Qur'an and Hadith.
Islamic Leaders: Their Biographies & Accomplishments’ is available now:
http://amzn.to/1575OMx For more information, visit the author’s official website:
http://saulsilasfathi.com (Mr. Fathi’s books may be purchased from Amazon.com)
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